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The combination of metallic phthalocyanines (MPcs) and biomolecules has been explored in the

literature either as mimetic systems to investigate molecular interactions or as supporting layers to

immobilize biomolecules. Here, Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films containing the phospholipid

dimyristoyl phosphatidic acid (DMPA) mixed either with iron phthalocyanine (FePc) or with lutetium

bisphthalocyanine (LuPc2) were applied as ITO modified-electrodes in the detection of catechol using

cyclic voltammetry. The mixed Langmuir films of FePc + DMPA and LuPc2 + DMPA displayed

surface-pressure isotherms with no evidence of molecular-level interactions. The Fourier Transform

Infrared (FTIR) spectra of the multilayer LB films confirmed the lack of interaction between the

components. The DMPA and the FePc molecules were found to be oriented perpendicularly to the

substrate, while LuPc2 molecules were randomly organized. The phospholipid matrix induced

a remarkable electrocatalytic effect on the phthalocyanines; as a result the mixed LB films deposited on

ITO could be used to detect catechol with detection limits of 4.30 � 10�7 and 3.34 � 10�7 M for FePc +

DMPA and LuPc2 + DMPA, respectively. Results from kinetics experiments revealed that ion

diffusion dominated the response of the modified electrodes. The sensitivity was comparable to that of

other non-enzymatic sensors, which is sufficient to detect catechol in the food industry. The higher

stability of the electrochemical response of the LB films and the ability to control the molecular

architecture are promising for further studies with incorporation of biomolecules.
Introduction

The control of molecular architectures afforded by techniques

such as the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB)1–3 and electrostatic layer-

by-layer (LbL) films4,5 has led to the development of prototypical

organic devices where synergy is achieved by combining distinct

materials, including organic–inorganic hybrids.6–8 The main

features of such films exploited in this context are the molecular

interactions that are easily tunable owing to the layer-by-layer

organization and the ability to preserve the activity of biomole-

cules. Indeed, because LB and LbL films are produced under

mild conditions and with water entrained in the films even after

drying, a large number of biomolecules have been successfully

immobilized, especially to produce biosensors.9–11

Among the many biosensors built with nanostructured films,

there have been some dedicated to phenolic compounds12–14

which are partly responsible for self-oxidation stability and

organoleptic characteristics, and are interesting for their use in

anti-ageing healthcare products and in the food industry due to

their antioxidant activity.15,16 Other uses for these non-enzymatic
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antioxidants include neurological and heart treatments,

pesticides and disinfectants.17,18 This latter use involves high

toxicity, therefore requiring stringent control to reduce impacts

on the environment.19 In addition to biosensors, sensing units

with no specific interaction with phenolic compounds have also

been developed.20–24 The aim is generally to obtain sensors with

a higher stability over time and lower cost than the biosensors,

though there is the inevitable decrease in sensitivity because the

units are not capable of molecular recognition.

In this study, we propose a platform that can lead to sensing

with both specific (i.e. biosensors) and non-specific interactions,

based on electrochemical measurements. We describe the fabri-

cation of Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films made with electroactive

phthalocyanines in a non-electroactive phospholipid matrix. The

rationale is to produce non-enzymatic sensors for phenols, but in

a system that is suitable for future immobilization of enzymes.

Furthermore, LB films are thinner, more uniform than cast films,

for instance, which are advantageous for rapid and reliable

responses in sensing. The choice of dimyristoyl phosphatidic acid

(DMPA) as the phospholipid was motivated by its ability to

produce multilayer LB films and serve as matrix for immobili-

zation of enzymes with preserved activity.25 The selection of

metallo phthalocyanines as the electroactive materials, in its

turn, was inspired in extensive work in sensing units, particularly

with the advantage of tailoring their properties by changing the

central metal atoms.26 Indeed, metallo phthalocyanines have

been combined with phospholipids and amino acids in sensing

units.26,27 Here, in a proof-of-concept experiment we tested

phthalocyanine + DMPA LB films to detect catechol, one of the
Analyst, 2010, 135, 2591–2599 | 2591
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most important phenolic compounds which occurs naturally in

fruits and vegetables and can be released to the environment

during industrial processing. Furthermore, we provide the

characterization of the mixed Langmuir films used to transfer

onto the solid substrates, as the identification of molecular-level

interactions is key to optimizing sensing performance.
Experimental procedures

Langmuir and LB films

Langmuir films were produced using a KSV 2000 trough

equipped with a Wilhelmy plate. DMPA from Aldrich (614.8 g

mol�1) was dissolved in 70% chloroform and 30% methanol at

a concentration of 0.70 mg mL�1. FePc from Kodak (568.4 g

mol�1) and LuPc2 (1200 g mol�1) synthesized as described in ref.

28 and29 were dissolved in chloroform at 0.50 and 1.55 mg mL�1,

respectively. The molecular structures of FePc, LuPc2 and

DMPA are shown in Fig. 1. The mixed FePc + DMPA and

LuPc2 + DMPA solutions were prepared by mixing the neat

stock solutions to obtain 1 : 1 molar ratio. The mixed solution

was gently spread onto a phosphate buffer subphase (0.01 M

with NaCl 0.1 M), which was prepared using ultrapure water

(18.3 MU cm, EASYpure RF) and kept at room temperature

(22 �C). After spreading the solutions, 15 minutes elapsed for

allowing the solvent to evaporate. Then, the Langmuir film was

formed by symmetrical compression at 10 mm min�1. Though

one cannot fabricate LB films from neat LuPc2, pure Langmuir

monolayers of each material (FePc, LuPc2 and DMPA) were

studied for comparisons.

The LB films were produced by transferring the Langmuir

monolayers from the air/water interface onto solid substrates

keeping the surface pressure at 40 mN m�1. The monolayers were

transferred only during the upstroke leading to Z-type LB films.

The speed of the dipper varied from 8 mm min�1 for the first

layers to 0.5 mm min�1 for the last ones to keep the transfer ratio

(TR) close to 1. LB films were deposited onto quartz plates for

UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy (up to 10 layers), onto Ge for

the FTIR measurements (20 layers) and onto ITO for cyclic

voltammetry (10 layers). The UV-Vis absorption spectra were

recorded with a Shimadzu UV-1603 spectrophotometer and the
Fig. 1 Molecular structures of FeP

2592 | Analyst, 2010, 135, 2591–2599
FTIR spectra were collected with a Nicolet model Magn IR760

spectrometer.
Electrochemical characterization and application in sensing

The cyclic voltammetry data were obtained with an EG&G

PARC 263A potentiostat/galvanostat (M270 Software) with

a conventional three-electrode cell. The reference electrode was

a Ag|AgCl/KCl 3 mol L�1 electrode and the counter electrode

was a platinum plate. Cast and LB films were initially immersed

into a 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution and the cyclic voltammo-

grams were recorded with a scan rate at 0.1 V s�1. A kinetic study

was also carried out using a 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution for the

LB films with the scan rate varying from 0.005 to 0.500 V s�1. For

the detection measurements, catechol (Panreac, >99%) was

added to the 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution at several steps leading

to concentrations from 2.0 � 10�6 up to 2.75 � 10�4 M. The

cyclic voltammograms were recorded from �1.0 up to +1.0 V at

a scan rate of 0.1 V s�1, and starting at 0.0 V. The chemical

structure of the analyte catechol is also shown in Fig. 1.
Results and discussion

Langmuir films

Fig. 2 shows the p–A isotherms for neat and mixed (1 : 1 mol)

Langmuir films recorded at 22 �C using a phosphate buffer

(pH¼ 7.0 and 0.01 M) with NaCl (0.1 mM) as subphase, with the

mean molecular areas in the x-axis. This subphase was used

because it provides the best environment for most of the enzymes

that might be further explored in biosensors. The 1 : 1 molar

ratio was chosen as it allows for the incorporation of the

biologically relevant DMPA without compromising the catalytic

properties of the mixed LB films. Extrapolated areas can be

obtained by extrapolating the condensed phase of the p–A

isotherms to the x-axis (p ¼ 0), as indicated in Fig. 2 by the

dashed lines. For neat DMPA, this area was 46 Å2, in good

agreement with the literature for the subphase composition and

temperature.30–32 With such an area the DMPA molecules are

mainly arranged perpendicularly to the subphase surface, as
c, LuPc2, DMPA and catechol.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 2 p–A isotherms for Langmuir films at 22 �C using a phosphate

buffer (pH ¼ 7.0 and 0.1 M) with NaCl (0.1 mM) as subphase. (a) FePc,

DMPA and mixed FePc + DMPA (1 : 1 mol); (b) LuPc2, DMPA and

LuPc2 + DMPA (1 : 1 mol). The inset in (b) shows the LuPc2 geometry

parameters and a possible molecular organization on the water subphase.
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indicated in the literature that suggests a highly ordered hexag-

onal arrangement.33

The molecular arrangement of the phthalocyanine molecules is

more difficult to determine. The area per molecule occupied in

condensed films is known to depend on the metal of the Pc

macrocycle, on the solution solvent and concentration, and on

experimental conditions such as subphase temperature and

compression rate. For instance, for single macrocycle phthalo-

cyanines, extrapolated areas of 42.8 and 56 Å2 were found for

CuPc34,35 while for MgPc and PbPc the values quoted were 40 Å2

and 20 Å2, respectively.36 For FePc, a face-on orientation should

lead to an extrapolated area of 160–170 Å2, which corresponds to

the macrocycle cross section.37–39 Therefore, the measured 16 Å2

in Fig. 2a means that the FePc molecules could adopt an almost

edge-on orientation, tilted by 85� with the subphase surface

(q ¼ 85�) if we take the extrapolated area as the projection
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
(AMMA ¼ A cos q), where q is the angle between the surface and

the plane containing the FePc rings. Another possibility is the

stacking of FePc molecules, for an aggregate with 10 molecules in

a face-on orientation would also lead to an extrapolated area of

16 Å2. However, when the data for deposited LB films are

analyzed, we show that the hypothesis of an almost edge-on

orientation is the most likely.

The extrapolated area for bisphthalocyanines, e.g. LuPc2, is

expected to be ca. 80 Å2 for the edge-on orientation under the

assumption that the phenyl groups of neighboring molecules

interlock.38,39 One may then assume that the extrapolated area is

given by AMMA ¼ Alarger cos q + Asmaller cos (90 � q), where

Alarger ¼ 160 Å2, Asmaller ¼ 80 Å2. Taking the experimental

AMMA ¼ 94 Å2 (see inset in Fig. 2b), the tilted angle for a single

LuPc2 molecule would be ca. 85�. Interestingly, within the

experimental accuracy this value is the same found for a FePc

molecule, with an edge-on orientation. The comparison with the

literature is not straightforward though, since discrepant values

have been reported for bisphthalocyanines. Extrapolated areas

were 75 Å2 for PrPc2,40 74 Å2 for YbPc2,41 and 80 Å2 for LuPc2

itself, albeit under experimental conditions different from those

used here.38

In the mixed Langmuir films, the collapse pressure was higher

than for the monolayers of the neat compounds, thus denoting

an interaction that tended to stabilize the film. However,

molecular level interaction was probably very weak as the

extrapolated areas were nearly the same as the average between

the DMPA and the phthalocyanine neat monolayers. Therefore,

the molecular arrangement of both molecules was preserved as

in the neat monolayers. A similar result was reported by Clavijo

et al.38 for stearic acid + LuPc2 Langmuir films, while stearic acid

was found to induce a significant rearrangement in TiOPc.42 The

central atoms of the Pc seem to play a more important role in the

Pc molecular orientation at the air/water interface than the

matrix of fatty acid or phospholipid molecules, and this is

a subject under current investigation in our labs.
LB films

Fig. 3 shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra for mixed LB films

up to 10 layers deposited onto quartz plates and mixed solutions

of (a) FePc + DMPA and (b) LuPc2 + DMPA. Both MPcs

display the characteristic B and Q bands at lower and higher

wavelengths, respectively, assigned to p–p* transitions.43 For

LuPc2, a band appears at 914 nm, which is assigned to the radical

character of the LuPc2.44

The spectra for FePc in solution and in an LB film are very

similar in terms of both the peak position and the band width,

indicating the same level of aggregation, consistent with the

literature.45 In contrast, the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the

LuPc2 solution is blue shifted and better resolved than

the spectrum for the LB film, thus pointing to a larger extent of

aggregation in the LB film. According to Rodr�ıguez-M�endez

et al.44 the red shift in the LB film is caused by J-aggregates in

head-to-tail arrangement of transition dipoles in the film.

The linear dependence of the absorbance values at 776 nm and

669 nm in the insets in Fig. 3a and b, respectively, indicates that

both mixed LB films grow homogeneously in terms of the

amount of MPc deposited per layer. Also observed is that the
Analyst, 2010, 135, 2591–2599 | 2593
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Fig. 3 UV-Vis absorption spectra for (a) FePc + DMPA and (b) LuPc2

+ DMPA mixed LB films up to 10 layers deposited onto quartz plates.

The dashed lines correspond to the mixed solutions.

Fig. 4 FTIR spectra for (a) FePc + DMPA and (b) LuPc2 + DMPA

mixed cast and 20-layer LB films deposited onto Ge plates. The cast films

for the neat materials are given as references.
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absorbance of the mixed LB films is higher for LuPc2 + DMPA

for the same number of deposited layers. Therefore, one could

speculate that a higher mass of LuPc2 could be transferred per

deposited layer, in comparison to FePc. However, in subsidiary

experiments we verified that the extinction coefficient for the Q

bands is higher for LuPc2. Since correlating quantitatively the

absorbance with the mass adsorbed is not straightforward in this

case because the materials are different, with distinct spectra, one

cannot infer whether the amount of adsorbed film is higher for

either MPc.

Fig. 4 shows the FTIR for mixed cast films and 20-layer mixed

LB films deposited onto Ge containing (a) FePc + DMPA and

(b) LuPc2 + DMPA. The cast films for the neat materials are given

as references. The bands between 1000 and 1200 cm�1, at 1465 cm�1

and between 2800 and 3000 cm�1, confirm that DMPA was

transferred onto the substrates with either FePc or LuPc2. The

DMPA bands at 2917 and 2850 cm�1 are assigned to antisymmetric

and symmetric CH2 stretchings, respectively. The shoulder at

2954 cm�1 is assigned to antisymmetric CH3 stretchings, the band

at 1738 cm�1 is assigned to the carbonyl group stretching while that

at 1465 cm�1 is assigned to CH2 scissoring. The bands at 1171 and

1070 cm�1 for the DMPA cast film are assigned to antisymmetric

and symmetric PO2
� stretchings, respectively.46 The similarity with

the spectrum reported by Lozano et al.,47 who showed that the
2594 | Analyst, 2010, 135, 2591–2599
phospholipid molecules are perpendicular to the substrate surface,

indicates that the organization of the DMPA molecules in the LB

film was not affected by the MPcs, being preserved upon transfer

onto a solid support as in the Langmuir film. This is consistent with

the lack of interaction inferred from the isotherms of the mixed

Langmuir films.

A comparison between the FTIR spectra of neat and mixed

samples allows one to obtain two types of information: (i) the

possible molecular-level interactions between DMPA and MPcs

in the mixed films and (ii) the molecular organization in the

mixed LB films assuming that in the cast films the molecules are

randomly arranged.

The similarity between the spectra of cast and LB mixed films

of LuPc2 + DMPA in Fig. 4b indicates that the LuPc2 molecules

are randomly organized in the LB films. The LuPc2 FTIR

spectrum is dominated by the bands at 727, 1116 and 1322 cm�1

assigned to C–H wagging, C–H bending and isoindole stretching,

respectively.48 Furthermore, the FTIR spectra for cast and LB

mixed films of LuPc2 + DMPA are a simple superposition of the

spectra of the neat materials. The latter points to a lack of

interaction between DMPA and LuPc2, which is again consistent

with the results from the p–A isotherms in Fig. 2b. Similar results

in terms of the isotropy found for the arrangement of LuPc2 were

reported by Aroca et al. for thermally vacuum evaporated films

(PVD)49 and LB films of substituted LuPc2.50
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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For FePc, Fig. 4a shows that the spectrum of a mixed cast film

of DMPA and FePc is essentially the superposition of the spectra

for the cast films of the neat components, as it occurred for

LuPc2. However, the spectrum for the mixed LB film differs,

which could be explained either by some molecular-level inter-

action between DMPA and FePc or by distinct molecular

organizations of FePc in the films. Because no interaction was

observed in the mixed Langmuir films, it seems that a change in

organization is the most probable hypothesis.

The arrangement of the FePc molecules in the LB film may be

determined considering the surface selection rules51,52 according

to which the intensity (I) of the absorption band is given by the

scalar product between the dipole derivative (m0) of the molecule

and the electric field (E) of the incident radiation. As the incident

IR beam is perpendicular to the substrate surface in the trans-

mission mode, E is in a plane parallel to the substrate. Then, the

vibrational modes with m0 parallel to the surface are stronger in

the transmission mode FTIR spectrum while those bands whose

m0 is perpendicular to the substrate tend to vanish. In a compar-

ison with the spectrum for the cast mixed film, one notes that the

spectrum for the mixed LB film is dominated by bands with m0 in

the plane of the FePc macrocycles, namely the bands at

1331 cm�1 (stretching C]C or C]N (pyrrole), 1117 cm�1

(in-plane C–H bending) and 1078 (in plane C–H or N–Fe

bending, benzene deformation, CNC stretching).37,53–56 In

contrast, the relative intensity of the band at 730 cm�1, assigned

to out-of-plane C–H wagging (i.e., perpendicular to the FePc

macrocycle), practically disappears. Therefore, one may

conclude that FePc molecules are organized in the mixed LB

films with the macrocycle preferentially normal to the substrate

surface (edge-on orientation). It should be stressed that the

arrangement of FePc molecules in thin films depends on the

technique used to produce the films and on experimental

parameters even using the same film preparation technique.45
Electrochemical properties and sensitivity to catechol

Bare ITO, ITO-cast films and ITO-LB films

The first step of the electrochemical study was to establish the

electrochemical behavior of DMPA, FePc, LuPc2, and to analyze

the effect from the presence of DMPA in mixtures of FePc +

DMPA and LuPc2 + DMPA. As it is not possible to obtain LB

films of good quality of neat LuPc2, these preliminary studies

were carried out in cast films. The results are presented in Fig. 5a

(FePc, DMPA and FePc + DMPA) and Fig. 5b (LuPc2, DMPA

and LuPc2 + DMPA). The phospholipid DMPA does not exhibit

redox activity, while the FePc has a reduction peak at �0.60 V

assigned to the macrocycle ring57,58 and the LuPc2 has two redox

pairs with the anodic peaks at 0.69 V and �0.16 V that are

assigned to Ln(III)Pc2/Ln(III)Pc2
+ and Ln(III)Pc2/Ln(III)Pc2

�,

respectively.59 The peak initially at �0.60 V for FePc is shifted to

�0.77 V in the presence of DMPA (FePc + DMPA). For DMPA

+ LuPc2, the anodic peak associated with the oxidation of the Pc

ring, initially at 0.69 V for LuPc2, is shifted to 0.64 V and the

corresponding cathodic peak at 0.39 V is shifted to 0.45 V

(see inset in Fig. 5b). The redox process with peaks at

�0.16 V/�0.65 V is not affected by the presence of DMPA. It is

worth mentioning that despite the shifts in the redox peaks for
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
the DMPA + LuPc2 cast film, the E(1/2) values (0.54 V and

�0.4 V) for both redox processes did not change significantly

with DMPA. The latter corroborates the p–A isotherms and

FTIR results in which there was no molecular-level interaction

between LuPc2 and DMPA. A strong similarity is noted between

the voltammograms of the mixed cast films and those from the

mixed LB films. This indicates that the molecular structure in the

LB films does not modify the electrochemical properties of

the materials.
Kinetic studies

The voltammograms recorded using different scan rates, from

0.005 to 0.500 V s�1, for the LB films of FePc + DMPA and

LuPc2 + DMPA are shown in Fig. 6a and b, respectively. Linear

plots of peak current (ipc) as a function of n1/2 were obtained in

Fig. 6c for the reduction peak at�0.77 V for FePc + DMPA and

at �0.89 V for LuPc2 + DMPA, indicating that both processes

are diffusion controlled. Also, the oxidation peak associated with

this redox process at �0.37 V becomes evident only with higher

scan rates. Nernstian processes were also observed for the peaks

associated with the one electron oxidation of the LuPc2 that

appear at positive potentials. Because the angular coefficient of

FePc + DMPA in Fig. 6c is higher than for LuPc2 + DMPa, it is

possible to infer that ion diffusion is faster for FePc + DMPA.
Sensing properties

The sensing properties of the LB films were tested towards

catechol, a diphenol of interest in the food industry. When

analyzing a catechol solution using a bare ITO electrode as

working electrode, a redox reactivity was observed with an

intense anodic wave at 0.90 V and a cathodic peak at 0.05 V.

Fig. 7a and b shows the cyclic voltammograms for the LB films of

FePc + DMPA and LuPc2 + DMPA as working electrodes. The

voltammetric responses are dominated by an intense anodic peak

associated with catechol that appears at 0.22 V for the FePc +

DMPA film. This value is clearly lower than for bare ITO

(0.90 V). The shift demonstrates the intense electrocatalytic

activity caused by FePc at the electrode surface. The electro-

catalytic effect is even more marked for the LuPc2 + DMPA

electrode, which lowers the oxidation potential of catechol to

0.14 V. In turn, the antioxidant activity of catechol causes a shift

of the oxidation peak of LuPc2 (initially at 0.72 V) to higher

potentials and the peak can no longer be observed in the studied

range.

The influence from the concentration of catechol in the

voltammetric response was evaluated by obtaining voltammo-

grams in catechol solutions from 3 to 144 mM. The intensity of

the oxidation–reduction peaks associated with catechol increased

linearly with the antioxidant concentration. The detection limit

(DL) and quantification limit (QL) were statistically calculated

using DL ¼ k � SB/b, where SB is the standard deviation of the

blank, b is the sensitivity of the method (determined as the slope

of the calibration curve) and k is a statistical constant (values of 3

and 10 for DL and QL, respectively, are widely accepted).60

Table 1 brings the values found for the sensitivity, DL and QL.

Both mixed LB films present a linear trend at the analyzed

concentration range (3 � 10�6 to 1.44 � 10�4 M) with R ¼ 0.999
Analyst, 2010, 135, 2591–2599 | 2595
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Fig. 5 Cyclic voltammograms recorded at 0.1 V s�1 and 0.1 M KCl for cast films of (a) FePc, DMPA and FePc + DMPA and (b) LuPc2, DMPA and

LuPc2 + DMPA.

Fig. 6 Cyclic voltammograms recorded at different scan rates (0.005–0.5 V s�1) and 0.1 M KCl for mixed LB films of (a) FePc + DMPA and (b) LuPc2 +

DMPA. (c) Reduction peak intensities vs scan rate1/2 for FePc + DMPA at �0.77 V and for LuPc2 + DMPA at �0.89 V.
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Fig. 7 Cyclic voltammograms recorded at 0.1 V s�1, 0.1 M KCl and different concentrations of catechol (3–144 mM) for mixed LB films of (a) FePc +

DMPA and (b) LuPc2 + DMPA. (c) Oxidation peak intensity vs catechol concentration for FePc + DMPA at 0.22 V. (d) Oxidation peak intensity vs

catechol concentration for LuPc2 + DMPA at 0.14 V. The error bars were estimated by taking the average of three measurements for each sample.

Table 1 Sensitivity, detection limit (DL) and quantification limit
(QL) for both mixed LB films in the presence of catechol ranging between
3 � 10�6 and 1.44 � 10�4 M

LB FePc + DMPA LB LuPc2 + DMPA

Sensitivity/mA mM�1 1.21 1.04
Detection limit/mM 0.430 0.334
Quantification limit/mM 1.440 1.110
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for FePc + DMPA and R ¼ 0.997 for LuPc2 + DMPA. The

sensitivity is comparable with detection limits for several similar

sensors,61–69 as demonstrated in Table 2. It has to be mentioned
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
that the DL in this work is higher than that of enzymatic

biosensors (DL of 3 � 10�8 M)70 but has the advantage of the

superior stability. Indeed, the films produced here could be

cycled up to 500 times while sensors based on enzymes have an

extremely short lifetime. Finally, the DL obtained for our sensors

is in the range required by the food industry.
Conclusions

We have shown that Langmuir films may be formed from

bisphthalocyanines and phospholipids, and the mixture with

DMPA allowed us to transfer LB films from LuPc2, which
Analyst, 2010, 135, 2591–2599 | 2597
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Table 2 List of references dealing with catechol detection using electrochemical method. Abbreviations: CPE—carbon paste electrode;
MWNTs—multi-walled carbon nanotubes; P3MT—poly(3-methyl thiophene); GCE—glassy carbon electrode; SCE—saturated calomel electrode

Sensor Electrochemical method Potential/mV Detection limit/mM Reference

Thionine-tyrosinase CPE Amperometry 200 (Ag|AgCl) 0.150 61
Electrosynthesized poly(aniline-co-

p-aminophenol)
Amperometry 550 (SCE) 0.800 62

MWNTs/P3MT/GCE DPV 203 (Ag|AgCl) 0.050 63
N-Phenylethylene diamine

methacrylamide—molecularly
imprinted polymers

Cyclic voltammetry 0.35 V (Ag|AgCl) 0.228 64

Screen printed graphite electrode Square wave voltammetry 204 (SCE) 0.290 65
Mesoporous carbon CMK-3

modified electrode
Cyclic voltammetry 162 (SCE) 0.100 66

Enzyme-integrated carbon
nanotube epoxy composite
electrode (CNTEC-Tyr)

Amperometry �200 (Ag|AgCl) 10.000 67

Nylon-6 nanofibrous membrane
based on tyrosinase biosensor

Amperometry �200 (Ag|AgCl) 0.050 68

Mesoporous Al-doped silica CPE DPV 510 (SCE) 0.100 69
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cannot form such films on its own, in spite of the absence of

molecular-level interaction between the components. The mixed

LB films showed a remarkable electrocatalytic effect that facili-

tated the oxidation of catechol, thus allowing its detection with

a sensitivity (10�7 M) that is comparable to other non-enzymatic

sensors, even without any optimization process. Using LB films

was advantageous because of the higher stability, as observed in

a comparative study with cast mixed films. This is promising for

further studies as the LB films may serve as scaffolds for

immobilization of enzymes, normally favored in phospholipid

environments. Therefore, one may envisage a sensing system that

may have its performance controlled by the molecular architec-

ture of the film, especially with the supramolecular chemistry

afforded by phthalocyanines (see Alencar et al.71). Studies on the

nanostructuring of Langmuir and LB films and on the immobi-

lization of enzymes are being conducted.
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